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Overview and Background 

As an update to our Quick-Take Study: Long-Term Incentive Trends released in March, Exequity LLP 

included CEO long-term incentive (LTI) awards from 2008 to identify the trends in LTIs over the last 

three years.  

To gauge the impact of the global economic recession on LTI opportunity, the following LTI analysis was 

conducted to determine the change in LTI award opportunity relative to stock price change during this 

highly volatile period: 

 Examined insider filings (Form 4) for the Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) from Fortune 500 companies 

to provide an early look at the percent change in LTI opportunity since 2008. 

 116 companies that granted normal cycle awards during November to April (2008, 2009, and 2010) 

were included in the analysis. 

 Total LTI values include stock option (Black-Scholes pricing model) and restricted stock (grant-date fair 

value) awards. 

 Form 4 filings for grants of performance-based awards are made only upon settlement of the award and 

were excluded from the analysis. 

 Our experience suggests that there was no discernable material shift into or out of performance plans 

and that complete performance plan information is unlikely to materially change the conclusions herein. 

 Where an adequate sample size was available, percent change in LTI opportunity was also analyzed by 

industry (GICS economic sector). 

To determine the impact on LTI opportunity from 2009 to 2010, percent change in LTI opportunity was 

analyzed relative to three stock price categories (grant to grant): 

 Greater than 60% increase; 

 Less than 60% increase and greater than 20% increase; and 

 Less than 20% increase. 

Finally, an in-the-money option analysis was performed to calculate the impact of high grant prices in 

2008 and low grant prices in 2009 on in-the-money stock option award values. Additional assumptions 

and methodology details are provided in the Appendix. 
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Key Findings 

LTI Opportunity (2008–2010) 

After a 16% decline in LTI opportunity from 2008 to 2009, 2010 CEO LTI award opportunity has returned 

to 2008 levels. As expected, the change in LTI opportunity was highly correlated with the change in grant 

price. 

 At the median, total LTI award value decreased 2% relative to a 2% reduction in grant price from 2008 

to 2010. 

 A slight drop in restricted stock value (-3%) was offset by a slight increase in stock option value (+3%). 

 The drop in grant price (-2%) and total LTI value (-2%) over the period resulted in a decline in the 

number of shares granted (-4%). 
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LTI Opportunity by Industry (2008–2010) 

To identify variations in LTI award levels by industry, CEO Form 4 filings were analyzed based on GICS 

economic sector for companies granting LTI awards during November through April (2008, 2009, and 

2010). As found in the broader analysis, change in LTI opportunity was highly correlated with grant price 

change. 

 In general, industries that experienced the largest decline in LTI value from 2008 to 2009 had the 

largest increase from 2009 to 2010. 

 The consumer discretionary industry had the largest decrease in total LTI value (-4%) relative to grant 

price decline (-1%). 

 Industrials had the largest increase in total LTI value (1%) relative to grant price decline (-4%). 

Industry Companies 

Median Percent Change In: 

Total LTI 

Value 

Restricted 

Stock Value 

Stock  

Option Value 

Grant 

Price 

Number  

of Shares 

Consumer Discretionary 16 -4% -2% -6% -1% -8% 

Health Care 10 1% -9% 6% 1% 3% 

Industrials 26 1% 0% 1% -4% -1% 

Utilities 12 -5% -10% -5% -10% -13% 
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LTI Opportunity by Stock Price Change (2009 vs. 2010) 

As expected, the companies with the greatest increase in stock price (grant to grant) experienced the 

largest increase in total LTI opportunity when analyzing the change in CEO LTI opportunity from 2009 

to 2010. 

 Companies with the largest appreciation in stock price, greater than 60% increase from grant to grant, 

granted 24% more in total LTI value in 2010 than in 2009. 

 The change in total LTI value (+19%) was close to half the change in grant price when excluding the 

companies with largest and smallest changes in grant price (>60 and <20 grant price change). 

 When analyzing companies with a -50% to -30% stock price decline from 2008 to 2009, we found a 

16% decline in median total LTI value relative to a 38% decline in stock price. 

 Companies with approximately the same grant price (+1%) as the prior year granted the same total LTI 

value in both 2009 and 2010.  

% Stock  

Price Increase 

Median Percent Change In: 

Grant  

Price 

Total LTI 

Value 

Restricted 

Stock Value 

Stock Option 

Value 

Number  

of Shares 

> 60 91% 24% 22% 38% -45% 

20 to 60 39% 19% 12% 25% -13% 

< 20 1% 0% 4% -6% -6% 
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In-the-Money Option Values 

Due to the dramatic decline of stock prices in October 2008 and subsequent increase for 2010, it has 

become increasingly important to monitor the in-the-money option values for 2008 and 2009 stock option 

awards. To help understand the impact of the market volatility on stock option award values, Exequity 

analyzed 2008 and 2009 stock option grants to determine the in-the-money value of the option awards as 

of April 1, 2010. 

 64% of the stock options awarded near the top of the market in 2008 (November–April) remain 

underwater. 

 In total, 2010 in-the-money stock option value was 74% greater than the 2009 Black-Scholes grant-date 

value (30% greater as of January 4, 2010). 

 93% of 2009 option awards were in-the-money (89% in-the-money as of January 4, 2010). 

 2010 in-the-money option values were greater than the 2009 Black-Scholes grant-date value for 

78% of the stock option awards granted in 2009. 
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Appendix: Study Methodology 

Companies were excluded from this analysis for the following reasons: 

 CEO turnover. 

 Companies that do not grant annual LTI awards (e.g., large grants every three years, quarterly grants). 

 A change in compensation mix that prevented the accurate valuation of LTI awards (e.g., a change in 

mix that did not disclose performance plan targets). 

 Financial service companies with impacts to LTI grant philosophy (e.g., TARP restrictions). 

Stock options were valued individually with the Black-Scholes option pricing model using company-

specific stock price inputs (i.e., grant price, dividend yield, volatility). 
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If you have any questions about this Quick-Take Study, or would like to perform a custom peer group Form 4 

analysis, please contact Jeff Pullen ((847) 996-3967 or Jeff.Pullen@exqty.com) or any of the following: 

Robbi Fox (847) 948-8655 Robbi.Fox@exqty.com 

Mark Gordon (925) 478-8294 Mark.Gordon@exqty.com  

Ed Hauder (847) 996-3990 Edward.Hauder@exqty.com  

Jeff Hyman (203) 210-7046 Jeff.Hyman@exqty.com 

Lynn Joy (847) 996-3963 Lynn.Joy@exqty.com  

Chad Mitchell (949) 748-6169 Chad.Mitchell@exqty.com  

Perry Papantonis (908) 849-4858 Perry.Papantonis@exqty.com  

Dianna Purcell (908) 849-4878 Dianna.Purcell@exqty.com 

Bob Reilley (908) 849-4857 Bob.Reilley@exqty.com 

Dmitry Shmoys (949) 748-6132 Dmitry.Shmoys@exqty.com 

Mike Sorensen (847) 996-3996 Mike.Sorensen@exqty.com 

Jim Woodrum (847) 996-3971 Jim.Woodrum@exqty.com 

Ross Zimmerman (847) 996-3999 Ross.Zimmerman@exqty.com 

 

Illinois Office (Headquarters) – 1870 West Winchester Road, Suite 141 ● Libertyville, IL 60048 

California Offices – 18201 Von Karman, Suite 460 ● Irvine, CA 92612 

 – 2840 Comistas Drive ● Walnut Creek, CA 94598 

 Connecticut Office – 108 Pine Ridge Road ● Wilton, CT 06897 

New Jersey Office – 3 Werner Way, Suite 300 ● Lebanon, NJ 08833 

www.exqty.com  

 

You are receiving this Quick-Take Study as a client or friend of Exequity LLP. This Quick-Take Study provides 

general information and not legal advice or opinions on specific facts. If you did not receive this directly from us and 

you would like to be sure you will receive future publications, please click on the following link to add yourself to our 

subscription list: http://www.exqty.com/References/Subscribe.aspx. If you want to unsubscribe from our list, please 

click on “Manage Subscription” at the bottom of the e-mail sent to you. 

 

Pursuant to Rules 7.2 and 7.4 of the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct, this publication may constitute advertising material. 
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ProxEASE™ PARACHUTE MODELER 

Satisfy your proxy disclosure requirements at a dramatically lower cost 

The proxy disclosure rules mandate comprehensive disclosure of payments that would have to be made to each 

Named Executive Officer upon a termination of employment prior to or after a change-in-control. The ProxEASE ™ 

Parachute Modeler is the only Web-based modeler that automates the golden parachute excise tax calculation 

process. The tool applies some of the most complex calculations in a simple and intuitive way to determine whether 

any “golden parachute” excise tax would be due. 

 Comprehensive, flexible, user-friendly tool in a question-and-answer format. 

 Allows for all types of compensation vehicles to be included in the modeling. 

 Allows for the use of reasonable compensation positions to reduce excise taxes potentially owed. 

 Most cost-effective method for completing the calculations (“top 5” parachute calculations can be run for $5,500 

total, versus more typical fees of $20,000–$30,000).  
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WEB-BASED EXCEL-LIKE DATA lNPUT  

Sign up for a free demo of ProxEASE™ at http://www.exqty.com/ProxEASE/Default.aspx  

http://www.exqty.com/ProxEASE/Default.aspx

